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South Africa - Weather
South Africa will only have a few opportunities for spotty rainfall this week.
The periods of rain will be too light to significantly slow the harvest or impact crop
quality. Net drying is slated for most locations and should gradually improve harvest
prospects.
Eastern and central South Africa will see a mix of rain and sunshine this week
o Some of the most widespread rain will evolve late Thursday into early
Saturday as a frontal boundary advances over the county
again later this weekend
o Moisture totals by next Monday morning will range from 0.10-1.00” in most
locations with locally greater amounts in Free State
• Western South Africa will be drier biased this week
o Any rain that does occur will be lost to evaporation
• Much of South Africa will be drier biased May 3 – 9
o Periods of light rain will still be possible
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Rain and a little snow fell on much of the Midwest during the weekend, but warm and
windy conditions likely dried out the ground enough to allow for planting to
occur around the precipitation in some areas while planting likely advance well in
areas that were mostly dry. The Midwest will see a mix of rain and sunshine during the next two weeks
and as seasonal warming occurs and drying rates increase conditions for fieldwork will improve overall
and some planting should advance between rain events
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Southeast and much of the Delta were warm and mostly dry during
the weekend and good planting progress likely occurred. The Delta and the Southeast will see a few
rounds of rain during the next two weeks that will keep the soil moist enough to support most
developing crops while causing interruptions to fieldwork.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Rain and interruptions to fieldwork occurred from Paraguay and southern Brazil
into central Mato Grosso do Sul during the weekend while beneficial rain fell on parts of Mato Grosso
and Goias with most of the precipitation too light to induce a significant improvement in soil moisture.
Mato Grosso and Goias will see little rain during the next two weeks and stress to the Safrinha corn
crop should increase in May once the soil moisture in place has been lost to evaporation
ARGENTINA: Rain of mostly light intensity fell from east-central San Luis to northwestern Santa Fe,
southern Corrientes, Entre Rios, and northern Buenos Aires during the
weekend with a few southern Buenos Aires locations seeing rain as well. South-central into eastern
Argentina will receive rain by Tuesday and the moisture will help to keep soil conditions favorable in
most areas while causing some interruptions to fieldwork. Regular rounds of showers and
thunderstorms will impact portions of northern Argentina Wednesday through next Monday and
some cotton may suffer from quality declines before a welcome period of drier weather occurs May 39.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Conditions in the first week of the outlook will be a little drier-biased compared to the previous week which will support greater fieldwork advancement. There will still be areas of rain in the region; though,
coverage and significance of the rain will be more limited.
AUSTRALIA: Rain in the first week of the outlook will be greatest from South Australia into Victoria and New South Wales which will further raise topsoil moisture. Some showers will occur in Western Australia and eastern
cotton and sorghum areas; though, likely not enough to counter evaporation.
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